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Ford -speech highlights · day
by Stephanie Vann

ing two significant challenges. military capabilities," he said. his recent skiing and golfing
Assoc:iale Edllor
Communist government.''
There are approximately
''~'e must rebuild our "Both must be attacked and experiences with the audience.
According to Ford, the
"Since I left office, I have
7,000 doctors, many now cur- United States is currently fac- economy and strengthen our solved simultaneously. We
rently working for the federal
must expand cruise missile had some time for skiing and
government, who borrowed
development
and
take golf," he said. "I don' t fall
educational loans years . ago
necessary action to strengthen down as hard in snow and I
haven't hit anyone with a golf
and never repayed them,
our naval forces .
President Gerald Ford said in
''There is a great need to ball lately.''
a press conference WednesFord said he is impressed
modernize equipment for the
day.
army and marine corps,'' he with the quality of young peo~
Ford told reporters followpie in this generation .
added.
"You people are first
ing his Founders Day speech at
Ford said there were soine
EWU's Reese Court, "When I
"bright signs" for the future, class," he said. "You will be
look at repayment records of
educated• and exposed to prohowever.
professionals who are now
"The rate of inflation for blems, both on the national
earning enough money to
this fiscal year has dropped and international levels."
repay those loans, I'm aghast.
U.S. Congressman Thomas
from 13.S percent to between
I hope the government goes
3. 5 to four percent," he said. S. Foley also addressed the
after them and collects every
"Unemployment is still far too Founders Day Convocation
cent these people owe."
high. The federal government crowd. He saluted alumni,
Earlier, Ford addressed a
is looking at a deficit for this students, faculty and adFounders Day audience of apfiscal year o f $95 to $ 100 ministrative staff members
and EWU's 100 years of serproximately 3,500 students,
billion.''
alumni,
faculty,
adFord said projections for vice and education .
Centennial Coordinat or
ministrative staff personnel
fiscal year 1984-85 are '' not
Emerson Shuck lead the proand "friends of Eastern
encouraging." ·
Washington University.''
''The economy is very cessional, bearing the new
Like many political figures ·
fragile at this moment," he EWU Centennial mace. Apthese days, FQrd had little
said. "I don 't mean to be proximat ely 200 faculty
good or encouraging news.
. overly serious but one could members participated , along
"Education today in the
become very pessimistic. I, for with representatives from
U.S. is facing terrific proone am-optimistic that neither several institutions in the NorAssociation of' Schools
, blems," he said. "But perhaps
you nor I will sell our nation thwest
.
we might compare ourselves to
short. ·America is our last, best and Colleges.
· Music for the Convocation
a country such as Poland, Former President Gerald R. Ford spoke to an audience of 3500 hope."
where the people are living during Founders Day festivities yesterday .-photo· by Randy
Ford added a touch of was provided by the EWU
Symphonic
band
Rains _ _ _ _....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ humor
to _
his
sharing
under Martial Law and a ~-all!II
____
_ speech,
____
____
_____
_ ... and choir.
•

I
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Budget to be cut $395,000
by John Austin
Edilor

"We're a long way fr:om being out of the woods.".
That's the estimate of
Eastern's . cur'rent budget
status following the end of the
1982 state legislature by
EWU's Russ Hartman, director of planning and budgeting.
''They finished the session
at 11 :59 Saturday night, I
believe," said Hartman.
''They literally went to the last
minute."
When the dust cleared,
Eastern was faced with an
order to cut $395,000 from its
budget. Though it will hurt,
Hartman is much more relaxed.
"It's better than what we
saw was going to happen," he
said Tuesday in his office in
Showalter Hall. "It's strange
that a $400,000 budget cut
would make us sigh in relief."
The cut, "while better than
expected, will still cause some
upheaval."
Hartman said he and his office will begin meeting to look
over all the budget requests
and determine where the
money ·goes the week after
next.
"That's where the work
starts. We may be meeting
every week at the beginning
just because of the volume of
work," he said.
"We don't see the cuts

meaning we'll lose any jobs,"
Hartman said. "There may
need to be some r~organization."
Hartman said thp.t of all the
measures affecting Eastern
that were passed last week, only part of House Bill 124 js a
stinger.
The measure orders that only 50 percent of all staff vacancies ·between now and Dec. 31
.r.an be replaced due to early
retirement. The savings from
that part of the bill are expected to generate an additional $827,000 of savings.
'"We're asking that that part
of the bill be vetoed," said
Hartman. "We don't think it
would generate all that
money.''
"We've been hit by so many
budget cuts we need the
freedom to move our money,:'
he said. "When they hit us
with this it limits our ability to
react."
Legislators solved a large
pai:t of their budgeting ordeal
by reinstigating the food tax,
but that must meet voter approval in November.
"If it doesn't hold we're
right back in the hole,'' said
Hartman. "Right now, this is
Easyville.''
House Bill 784-the tuition
and fees bill-passed both
houses. Affecting graduate
students, the bill will now have
tacked onto it two significant

changes: there will be an 18
credit hour maximum with additional hours paid for by a
part-time fee, and the waiver
ot non-resident fees for
military
personnel
and
dependents is now not
authorized. The tuition increases were passed.
House Bill 126, regarding
Civil Service Reform, passed
both houses. It provides for a

longer eligible list for jobs
(from 3 to 5) and a longer probationary period for select~d
positions. Civil Service covers
most administration jobs, particularly secretarial.
It also will introduce merit
and/ or performance as consideration in layoffs and the
granting of annual increment
step increases. The Personnel
Office · is working an an

analysis of this bill.
Hartman said one avenue
the administration is considering is a voluntary retirement
plan for employees over the
age of 55, thus clearing the
way for newer employees with
lower salaries and thus saving
money.
''The faculty is behind us on
this one," said Hartman .

This beautiful piece of art Is only one of many donated to EWU Monday by our sister college in
~Korea, Donggule University.-photo by Lindsay Scaggs

Ceiiteiiiiiiit planning lots of ·work
by Susan Howard
Easterner Staff Writer

Planning EWU's centennial
celebration spanned two years
and involved between 300 and
400 people.
The big event, Founders
Day, featuring former President Gerald Ford, probably
demanded the most attention,
·according to Terry Mauer,
Director of News Services for
Eastern.
"Anytime you're dealing
with someone who requires
protection from the Secret Service, extra planning is
necessary,•• he said.
When the university began
negotiations with Ford's people more than a month and a

half ago, plans began to
finalize. Secret Service agents
visited the campus to make
sure adequate security could
be provided throughout the
former President's visit.
Security checks were ordered
to be done on anyone who
would be in close proximity of
the president, mainly the
media.
A total of 80 media
representatives submitted to
security checks. This meant
simply providing the secret
service with their social security number, date and location.
of birth. Once "credentialed,"
those people were given press
passes. Without them they
wouldn't have been allowed

near Mr. Ford.
Journalists covering the
event were not just from
Spokane and Cheney. There
were also representatives from
the Seattle Times, Tri-City
Herald, Lewiston Tribune and
Associated Press.
"The Secret Service 1s
serious about its job. It's a
tough job and they take every ·
precaution to make sure it's
done right," Mauer said.
He added that for every person who could have been identified as a Secret Service agent
at yesterday's ceremonies,
there was probably at least one
other who couldn't be identified. "A student could have
been sitting next to an agent

!'!'""!~!"""""-"!'-i!'"!■.P"~""l'"

Spring weather ina~e a rare appearance outside the PUB late last week.-photo by Gary Copp

and not known it," Mauer
said.
Originally, Eastem's staff
planned to take care of ground
travel during Mr. Ford's visit.
The Secret Service nixed that.
Mr. Ford traveled by motorcade from Spokane's Davenport Hotel to Cheney, accompanied by S~cret Service
agents. The route along
Washington street, into the
P .E. complex parking · lot,
then to the ramp below the
complex -was accepted by the
Secret Service.
Every detail, down to t~e
exact steps the former _president would take upon his arrival, was planned. Once he
stepped out of his car, Mr.
Ford went straight down the
hallway and took a right hand
turn into · the Reese Room
where he and the rest of the
platform party assembled. All
the time, Secret Service agents
were on hand.
Before Uie Secret Service
stepped into the Centennial
planning process, it was decided that the platform party
, would march into the pavillion
area. The procession was to
divide into two rows, march
along the sides of the pavillion
and meet again before going
on the platform.

The Secret Service decided
enough protection couldn't be
provided to Mr. Ford in such a
procession. Instead, they
decided the platform party
would make a straight bee-line
for the stage.
"Aside from that, there
wer.en't too many conflicts
between our plans and the
decisions of the Secret Service.
We didn't have to make too
many changes in the program," Mauer said.
Those involved in Centennial activity preparations did
much of the planning for Mr.
Ford's visit without input
from the Secret Service,
although they did receive some
direction from the President's
office in California.
Basically, the amount of
protection provided comes
down to the choice of the person being protected. "Nixon
wanted a blanket of security
around him. Mr. Ford prefers
to keep things more low key,''
Mauer said.
Although the planning that
went into the Founders Day
celebration was extensive, it
was esse~tial. "If you ~ant
something like this to work, it
takes lots o f preparation,"
Mauer said.

•

Golden Grads in or surprise
If you see a visitor wander- tending. .
Some of the golden grads
ing around campus today,
came
long distanc~s to attend
who looks a little bewildered,
you might stop and give a the reunion. Their surprise at
·the changes h'ere is emminent.
hand.
Today marks the reunion of The university only vaguely
all graduates from this learn- resembles the school some of
ing institution, according to these scholars will recollect.
Many will remember that
Terry Mauer, director of news
Showalter Hall was the colservices.
Guests of honor are the lege. It at one time housed all
''Golden Grads,'' students the classrooms, all the adwho graduated in 1933 or ministration offices, the
earlier. At last count1 250 auditorium, library, gymgolden grads said they'd be at- nasium, food services, and, of
, z z
course, the swimming pool.
(That pool is still tiled in on
\
the lower level of Showalter).
\
PHONOTBON
"For . 10 or 12 years
\
CALLERS
Showalter Hall was pretty
\
much the entire campus. Aside
NEEDED!
from th'e hall there were a few
'\
CONTACT JERI - dorms and one other building.
\
The campus looked nothing
EXT. 2351
\
like it does today,•' Mauer
FOR
said.
\
INFORMATION!
,
Although Showalter has
\
been remodeled an_d
everything there has been

changed, it still resembles the ing its first year there were a few more years the student
old college .enough to be reportedly three students in at- population is expected to hit
recognizable. To refresh tendance. That number has 10,000.
memories, each room has been grown to 8500 students and in
labeled as it was in earlier
days.
Most of the reunion activities will, appropriately,
take place at Showalter in the
Rotunda.
Years ago, the Friday afternoon play hour was the campus social event. It offered a
chance to break away from
studies to dance, sing, and enjoy tea and cookies in the
presidents office. Grads may
think they've seen the last of
those good old days.
Not so, according to Mauer .
'' Along with campus tours,
a luncheon, dinner, and other
activities, we've scheduled a Career Awareness Week attracted many students to the PUB
play hour" he said.
· Tut:sday .-photo by Patrick Potter
If that doesn't help bring a
few memories back to life,
another featured item surely
Kennedy library is back to Hawkins also said he would
will. A book depicting the
its
fall quarter hours, "thanks like to congratulate Dr.
history of Eastern Washington
to
the willingness of EWU Frederickson for acting so
University will go on sale for
•
• the
H.
George quickly on this problem
first time today. Copies President
Frederickson
•
to
realize
.stu- despite the budget cutbacks.
will be available in the rotunda
.The hours for Kennedy
dent' s concerns and act on
•: area for $7.
:•
LUNCHEON MENU
The growth and changes at them despite major budget library spring quarter are as
•
Served from 10:30 a.m. - 2: 15 p.m.
•
follows:
•• Thurs., April 15 Bean Soup, Tacos, Tuna Noodle Cass., Rid. !I• E~stern ar~ phenomenol. Dur- cuts," according to John Mpnday-Thursday
- 7:30 a.m.
:
Salamie Sid. Plate. Green Beans, Salad Bar, : .-•-•••••••••••••-. Hawkins, ASEWU president.
/

/

Libirary reopens old hours

/

.................... ·························~

:

[Y~~:

•
:
•
•
:
•
•
:

Sat., April 17
Sun., April l 8

BRUNCH
BRUNCH

•

Mon., April l 9

French Onion Soup, Macaroni & Cheese·, Beef •
Burritos, Fruit Salad Plate, Mixed Vegs., Salad :
Bar, Wht. & Apple Bread, Coconut Cream •
Pudding, Rice Krispies Squares.
•
VegetabJe Beef Soup, Hot Dogs/Baked Beans, :

Fri., April 16

:
•

•
:

Tues., April BO

Wht. & Wh. wht. Bread, Lemon Pudding.
Choe. Chip Cookies.
Tomato Soup/Clam Chowder, Gr. Chse. Sandwich, Baked Spaghetti, Ham Salad Plate,
Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht. & dilly Bcead, Peach
Cobbler, Oatmeal.

•

•
•

•

Turkey Noodle Cass., Egg Salad Plate, Diced

•

:
•
:

:
•
•
,!

•

~

Pudding, Ranger Cookies.

10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch Tickets . . . $20
10 Panell Dimler Ticketa . . . $37
Dimler Boun: 4: 15-6:30 ·
.

: ;

•
•
•:

~····························~················

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

!

Carrots, Salad -Bar, Wht. & WW Bread, tapioca •
Pudding, Coconut Cookies.
•
Split Pea Soup, sloppy Joes, Broccoli Casse- •
role, Cold Cut Salad Plate, Cut Green Beans, :
Salad Bar, Wht. & Banana Bread, Chocolate •

Wed., April Bl

,, W•h1nqt011

•

•

•

Bl11d.l

!

•
•

•

opolron~ fiiLG

!

Hawkins said ''Eastern's
administration wasn't aware
of the fact the shorter hours of
Kennedy library presented a
problem for the students."

to 11:00 p.m.
Friday - 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday - 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m.
Sunday - 1:00 p.m. to 11:00
p.m.

1 -~ ~.SS~~.SS~~SS~~!SSSS'l~!SSSS~~~~,_I 1
I
I

TUESDAY:
Kegger Nite.-$5.00

~ You

can drink ,
r re'e Popcorn

The Hair Company
Haircuts,
Permanents&Colors

II
1
1

WEDNESDAY:,•
2s• Schooner
THURSDAY:
,I '

·colletie Nite

11. 75 Pitchers

WI~ tldaooapou&collep m

I
I

235-5169

Stylists: •Kay Walkup
,
•Clyde Leifer .
112 College St., Cheney
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Frederickson supports Ground Zero
.

EWU President H. George several organizations both naFrederickson this week said he tionally and in Spokane, acencourages everyone to par- cording to Pat Coontz,
ticipate in Ground Zero Week. associate professor of English
In an open letter to the and director of the EWU
students, faculty and staff of Women's Center.
Eastern, Frederickson said one
She said the week is being
of the most important pur- endorsed on a local level by
poses of a university is to the Associated Students along
"provide a forum for the with approximately 150 EWU
reasoned discussion of the faculty members. Ground
significant issues of the day."
Zero Week is also receiving
"Nuclear warfare is one of strong support' from churches,
the significant and controver- unions and other civic
sial issues of our time," the organizations.
letter read. ''Accordingly, I
A panel discussion at JFK
encourage everyone to par- Auditorium from 11 a.m. to 1
ticipate in Ground Zero Week p.m. and from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
activities."
' will kick off the week. The
At EWU, the Nuclear Disar- . panel will consist of governmament Task Force of the ment Professor Ernst Gohlert,
EWU Political Action Com- assistant professor of military
mittee, in cooperation with the science Culver Stone, Dr. Don
Spokane Ground Zero Com- Storey representing Physicians
mittee will join in supporting for Social Responsibility,
Ground Zero Week.
geography Professor
Jeremy
I
According to several Anderson, EWU student
members of the local task Denis O'Dona~d and Pat
force, Ground Zero Week is a Coontz,
representing·
nationwide week of education Women's Programs.
and discussion designed to
"War Without Winners"
educate and involve the and "Survival or Sµicide" are
American people on the issue the films to be featured at JFK ·
of nuclear war.
Auditorium from i to 2 p.m.
Ground Zero Week, April and 7 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
18-25, has been endorsed by
Evergreen College faculty

member, writer, editor and
speaker Stephanie Coontz will
present "An Analysis of
American Foreign Policy:
Who Are These People Who
Blow Up Our World?;' Ms.
Coontz will speak from 12 to 1
p.m. Wednesday at JFK
Auditorium.
On Thursday, creative

,

,

writing students and faculty
are scheduled to present prose
and poetry reading from
Willow Springs Magazine
from 12 to 2 p.m. at the
Women's Center, 114 Monroe
Hall.
A benefit dance will be held
Friday with The Messengers
and
the
Doubtful

Nonagenerians in the PUB
Multipurpose room from 9
p.m. to midnight.
A rally in Spokane will bring Ground Zero Week to a
close. According to Coontz, a
"walk" from the Federal
Building to Riverfront Park is
also scheduled for noon.

Bloomsday '82

Eastern in the running
by David Austin
Easterner Staff Writer

What began as 1200 running
fanatics has "bloomed" into
the largest running race in the
country and this year Eastern
will be well represented at
Bloomsday.
"We're hoping that Eastern
running as a group will be the
beginning of a tradition here,''
said Frank Amman, EWU
Student Development Coordinator and member of the
Eastern Student Participation
Committee.
Amman said he isn't sure
exactly how many people from
Eastern are running together
this year, but "we expect a
lot." The difficulty is a
number of entries have not
been processed yet, so a fixed
count can't be reached.
But there is room for many
more. "We still have lots of
shirts left," Amman said. All
runners that sign up for the
run at Eastern can p~rchase a
t-shirt that says t '' 1982
Bloomsday Run and EWU
Eastern's Discussion team
Dr. Lew Wilson, Chairman Centenniay• on the backside.
Amman said that interested
walked away with a first place of the Dept. of Communicafinish in last Thursday's Na- tion Studies, accepted the runners can sign up at the
tional Discussion Contest.
award at the finals in Hot Spr- ' PUB Info Desk and in
The team beat out the ings, Arkansas, Oij behalf of Showalter Hall. Eastern
students attending classes in
University .of. Alabama and the team.
·
Maryland's Bridewater State
Approximately- 100 teams Spokane can sign up at the
College to take the top prize in opened the contest, and sub- Bon Marche.
The run is only the highlight
the thirty-first annual com- -- mitted audio tapes to judges
petition.
·
from the UQiversities of among highlights of a full
Dan Klaue, Betty Devaney, Alabama, Tenn~ssee and weekend of EWU-sponsored
David Jones, Marlene Morrow Arkansas. These judges activities in Riverfront Park.
and Jay Martin made· up the evaluated the tapes based on The day previous, Saturday,
Eastern team, which spoke on excellence in problem solving, May 1, Eastern is participating
the topic of "What changes research, discussion style and in a Trade Fair in the Spokane
might improve the American .audience interest. There was Conventions Center.
Exhibits
and
political prcess?"
quarterfinal and semifi.nal
The team received an judging and the final three demonstrations of a variety of
engraved microphone s~atue as schools were judged at the subjects will take place 'rrom 8
its trophy, which can be seen Southern States Speech Com- a.m. to 8 p.m. including
in the second floor trophy case munication Conference in Hot biofeedback, blood pressure
readings and vital capacity
in the Speech Building.
Springs.

Discussion·team
takes nat first

MAKE $1UOOFOR COLLEGE
WHILElDU'RE GOING
Want a part-time job that doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus life? Give your local Anny Reserve unit
a weekend a month and a couple ofsummers during college, and they'll give you over $12,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining mosrunits. Another $6,(X)()for four years of
·
monthly weekends and two-week summer stints. Plus over$2,200 that you'll earn durmg two summer
training periods. All )Vhile you're getting the most out of college. And doing the most you can part-rime
for your country.
~
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you 're 17 or older and a junior or senior
in high school. join us now!'There's no better part-time job in town.
Interested? ror more information about the Army Reserve in this area, call any of the telephone

numbers listed below.

The lonliness of the long distance runner makes a nice photograph by Ron Swords. This runner will join 17,000 fellow buffer-puffers on May 2 in Spokane for Bloomsday '82. Eastern
will participate in many activities all Bloomsday weekend.

readings. ·
In the Spokane Story
building Eastern' s Science
Center will present a variety of
programs, too, which will continue the next day.
Before and after the race on
Sunday, May 2, a multitude of
Eastern organizations will put
on demonstrations throughout
the park. The Jazz III
Unlimited Dancers, the Water
Recovery Team, the EWU
Collegians singers and a squad

of Eastern women gymnasts
will-·all. perform
throughout
..
the day.
A full calendar of all events
will appear in The Easterner as
Bloomsday approaches.
Amman added that $50 gift
certificates wiJI be awarded to
best times by EWU faculty,
alumni and students in both
men and women categories.
The certificates will be
redeemable at The Human
Race store in Spokane.

kcrmll'i~ w~m
i.s Hpril 1B-24.

FTD hos the
perfect gift
for your secretary.

When you wont to
tell your secretary
how much
, you appreciate
her. send o
beautiful bouquet
6f fresh
flowers in our
exclusive FTD
Desk Caddy.

For the
Secretaries'
Weel~ gift that
will keep
on giving . . .
coll or visit us
, _..__ todpy. We hove
a bouquet
just right
for her.

.. ..

CHET'S FLOWERS

456-4670

. . l}dping you ~y it right.

ARMY IISIIM.
■ ALL10U CAN IE.

....,,.J

.'•,,.,'•.,,

1st & Pin!3-Cheney
235-4916

WE DO DELIVER!
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
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Today the Falklands,
tomorrow Arizona?

-5~lire

Northern Tier plan dumped
by Cullen Loeffler
Easterner Si.ff Writer

Last week Governor Spellman
rejected plans for an oil
pipeline across Washington.
If not for several million screaming, patiriotic Britons, the
Industrial supporters of the
continuing saga of the Falkland Islands takeover would be toss- Northern Tier Pipeline were
ed off as a joke.
disappointed by this decision.
To gain a better perspective on
Hand it to the Argentinians (or, Argentines) to notice not the issue, The Easterner intermuch news has come from South America lately and stir up pro- viewed Dale ,, Gainer, a
blems. It would not be surprising if they did it merely for the spokesman for Northern Tier
money or the aid from the U.S. after the ruckus concludes.
Pipeline Inc.
Easterner: What is your reacWhile Al Haig scampers around sticking his red, white and tion to the Governor's rejecblue nose in where it really doesn't belong, most Americans are tion of the pipeline?
continuing along unaffected. Again it's difficult to get involved Gainer: We're shocked. The
in something so distant from our borders.
pipeline would not only have
pumped oil to the midwest, it
But England, even farther away, is certainly involved. Reports would have insured a number
of the dramatic unity of the troubled island nation in the face of of important jobs in the state.
this crisis will at least give pub crawlers something to talk a-bout Easterner: What jobs?
Gainer: Mine for instance.
for months to come.
Easterner: Would the pipeline
have
provided other jobs?
If we are to believe the Reagan administration, the av·erage
Gainer:
Certainly, 110 permaAmerican is not aware of the ramifications of this event. Today
nent jobs would have been
the Falkland Islands, tomorrow Arizona.
'
created and I want to
True, it was a stupid move ~n the part of Argentina, but what guarantee all of the 9 million
people out of work in the
other recognition have they gotten except for Vilas and Clerc in
country,
that if they support
the Davis Cup tennis tournament?
us, they'll be eligible for those
jobs.
It may be wise for the Reagan gunghos to keep their eye open Easterner: But if there's an oil
on Luxembourg, the Canary Islands and Iceland. There's been spill in Puget Sound,
no news from these three lately, so it's only a matter of time.
thousands of jobs will be
jeopardized.
And some advice for those Britons trapped on the Falklands: Gainer: Oil spill, oil spill. Why
Antartica is only a little further south, and no one attacks it.
is everyone worried about
that? You only have to loo,C af
the industry's record to realize
The fishing there is great.
how ridiculous a possihlity
that is.

ask if they've ever tried to put
Easterner: Why do you think
the Governor vetoed an op- a fish in their gas tank? I think
it's pretty clear that oil comes
portunity to provide jobs?
first.
Gainer: It's obvious he's after
Easterner:
What are you going
votes. He wants the far left,
egghead vote; those ecological to do now that the Governor
nuts who want to save the en- has rejected the pipeline?
vironment. But what good is Gainer: He may have rejected
clean air and water if we don't it, but we're a multimillion
have jobs? I say mess up the dollar industry and part of a
environment a , little, but put multibillion dollar con glomerate that is part of a
America to work.
trillion dollar industry, and
Easterner: Even if it causes irhe's only the governor of a
reparable harm?
Gainer: there's nothing that's state. I think it's time he
irreparable. Given a few realizes who really runs this
million years anything can be , country.
Easterner: Does this mean that
fixed.
Easterner: What about the · you think you'll be able to
jobs that will be lost if the force the pipeline through?
Gainer: Let me put it this way.
fishing industry is hurt?
If you like oily fish, you're goGainer: I ask you, what's
ing to love the Northern Tier
more important, oil or fish?
For those who say fish, let me Pipeline.
I

of:effer

Sorry, but he is a she
Dear Editor,
In
six
years
of
undergraduate and graduate
work at Eastern, I've seen
hundreds of bloopers in the
Easterner but the article
"Reese Affair ~ot forgotten"
takes the boobie prize. The article says:
"In his book "Light for an
Empire," (sic) Cecil P .
Dryden explained the
background of the incident.''

Miss Cecil P. · Dryden--for
whom pryden Hall was
named--should be given credit
for her book, accurately and
correctly!
Women have a hard enough
time getting credit for their
achievements without inaccurate reporters giving the
credit to men! N~xt time
please check the facts.
Sincerely,
Linda Hinthorne-King

EWU employee

-

accidents up,
says Deutsch
Oops!
The snow and ice is gone, but Eastern employees are still hav.ing accidents.
Not all of course are weather-related, but according to Paul
Deutsch, Director of Environmental Health and Safety, if the
current trend holds up Eastern will report 140 accidents this
year, up by 14 from 1981.
This doesn't even take into account accidents that involve
students, which would certainly shoot that total up quite a bit.

-

It doesn't seem to hard to try to eliminate some of those accidents. According to Deutsch, most of, the accidents were a
result of a chain of events which easily could have been avoided.
I

In other words, clon't stack chair upon chair to replace a
lightbulb. Something's bound to happen.
Deutsch reports thaf of those 126 accidents, 124 were preventable. Two were "acts of God." The 124 were acts of careless
people.
Do yourself a favor. Be careful! The life you save may be your
own. Or that of a friend.

Austin bids -a dieu
Vann takes helm
I would like to thank all who have made the last four months a good experience for me as Easterner Editor. For all the
headaches of editing, layout and 6 a.m. Thursday deliveries, I
would not trade a minute of it.
But I'm not going far. While Stephanie Vann assumes the
Editor position e-ffective today, I will be taking over the duties
of Associate Editor, a post Stephanie has performed above
the call of duty. _I wish her the best of luck putting up with
twenty zoo members every week (their names are listed to the,
right).

}
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Geils rages in Coliseum cage
Current pop chart hit
"Freeze Frame" brought still
If there is an energy shortage
more response from the augoing on, Spokane found a
dience. Then the band went insolution to it last Saturday
to some slower songs in which 1
night.
J. Geils' guitar talent and '
After a mediocre warm-up
Danny Klein's ability on the ·
by Johnny and the Distracbass really showed through.
tions, the J. Geils Band perRose petals adorned both
formed an electric show in the
stage and audience as Wolf
Coliseum.
threw the flowers about, givWith former Boston-area
ing even more energy to the
disc jockey Peter Wolf on lead
fast-paced "Love Stinks." .
vocals, the six-man band
"Lookin' For a Love" and
played over 20 tunes to the
"Whammer Jammer," both
full-capacity crowd; blending
from the band's first coinmerold and new, fast and slow,
cially successful album, "Full
for a · show that will rong be
House," though ten years old.
remembered as one of
Wolf popped open a chamSpokane's best.
pagne bottle, spraying (and
The band not only performdelighting) the audience.
ed music, but they put on a
The second encore included
show. Wolf included much au"I Do," from the 1977 album
dif;nce contact, getting close to
"Monkey Island," and, finalhis fans and telling an.ecdotes
ly, "Centerfold,'' recent
between songs. Their perfornumber one hit from the A variety of art pieces are now being shown. in the art gallery in the Art Building on campus. J'his
mance of "Musta Got Lost,"
"Freeze Frame" album. With is only~ small sampling of the many pieces on display.
·
,.
. ··
from
the
1974 . album Stephen Bladd on drums, this
- :
"Nightmares (and Other T~les
song caused shouts for more
From the Vinyl Jungle)" infrom the large, mostly young,
eluded a preamble of the
audience.
Today April 15
Men's
tennis.
Pacific
Movie: Continental Divide.
Adam and Eve story, Peter
After the second ·encore the
Centennial
Reunion.
Lutheran University, Cheney.
6 & 9 p.m. PUB Multipurpose
Wolf style.
lights in the smoky coliseum
Registration
and
brunch
9:30
Baseball.
University
of
room.
Also adding spark to the went on and many fans, full to
a.m.
Showalter
Ro(unda.
Washington. Noon. Cheney.
Monday April 19
perform~nce was the harthe top with great music, filed
.Con
v
o
cat-ion
1
1
a
.
m
.
Wor.kshop:
"Society
and
Women's
tennis. Spokane
monica playing,, of Magic
out. About a thousand had
Showalter
Auditorium
Community
College.
3 p.m.
Civilization
in
Ancient
~hina.
Dick. His energy and talent
left when the band · bounced
Men's tennis. University of
Spolcane.
JFK Auditorium, 9 a.m.
was never-ending Saturday
back on the stage for a third
Humanities
and
the
Stars,
2
Idaho,
Moscow,
Idaho.
2:30
~cademic ~~na.te : meeting.
night, as the group performed
encore.
&
8
p.m.
EWU
Planetarium,
3-5
p.m. . PUB- Co uncil
p.m.
. such tunes as "(Ain't Nothin'
Once again the lights came
Friday April 16
Chambers.
Science Building.
But A) Houseparty'' and
up, once again people began to
Muscular
Dystrophy
dance
Tawanka
meeting
(
open
to
.
Ground Zero ~~"•,11 a.m.
"Give It To Me," their first
leave, and once again the J.
marathon.
8
p.m.,
PUB
all
alumni).
11
:30
a.m.
Davento
4 p.m. JFK Auditorium.
hit single. It made the pop
Geils Band came on to amaze
port Hotel: ..
Art exhibition: Mary Ann
charts with the 1973 album
the fans remaining w.ith an· Multipurpose room.
Sunday
April
18
Women's
tennis.
University
Blake.
-BFA thesis exhibit.
"Bloodshot."
.
unusual fourth encore. Wise
of
Portland.
3
p.m.,
Cheney.
Ground
Zero
Week
through
Showalter
Gallery.
"Sancu tary," the title song
fans stayed after the song to
April 25. .
~ - ·
Third Spokane Interna· T~esday Aprit-lO
off the group's first' gold
make · sure it was really ·the
tional
Film
Festival.
Spanish
Men's
tennis.
Whitman
ColAnnual
Author's Day receprecord, had the . audienc~
end, and after about fifteen
Film: Spirit of the Beehive.
lege. 10 a.m. Cheney.
tion.
2-3
p.m.
JFK
came alive on stage, and so did
minutes were convinced.
Magic
Lantern
Theatre,
Baseball.
University
of
Auditorium.
Speaker
James
keyboardist Seth Justman.
Eve,ptually, though, every
Moynahan.
Portland. Noon. Cheney.
Four encores were perform- show must end, and this one Spokane.
Tea Dance, Davenport
ed,
includ_ing
the : ~•~ ·· did, after a two and a• half·
·
H
o.tel,
5-7 p.m.
Supreme's tune "Where Did hour performance. The band
..
Saturday
April 17 ·
Our Love Go?" during~which was full of en~rgy and auscreaming, cneering, ·. and dienc~ appeal. No fancy lights ' Good , Vibes percµs.sion
FOREIGNCAR
definitely wanting more--to or gimmicks were used-.:just festival and lecture series. Bill
Molenhof, vibe soloist and
which · Wolf proclaimed good ol' rock-n-roll as only
REPAIR
clinician .. F~r ' information,
,.auto
''We're gonna play· all night!''
the J. Geils Band can play it.
call the music dept. 359-2242.
24-HOUR
Women's tennis. University
SPECIALIZI NG IN
of Portland, 9 a.m. Central
TOWING
'S8 · '61 T,111110S
•
•
I
Washington University, 1
1/2-Mile South on Cheney-Spangle Road
Tuition and. fe,es for ·spring p.m., Cheney.
On April 16 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Cheney Cowles Museum quarter 1982 are due by 5 p.m.
auditorium a lecture by Fred April 16. Students are urged to
Ploeger entitled "Advice on pay in the cashier's office,
Buying Prints". West 2316 Showalter 120. For further information, see Student AcFirst.
On Saturday April 17, from counting, Showalter 314 or
1 I ---- ·,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. there will be call 359-2344.
a print exhibition and sale at
the Cheney Cowles Museum.
by Barb Hill

Easterner Staff Writer

'
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DAVE'S AUTO WRECKING
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----Eastern Briefs..,..
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NOTICE OF HEARING I
1
'

1,

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN-AND FOR THJ: COUNTY OF SPOKANE
IN THE MATTER OF THE TRUSTS KNOWN AS:
THE ALBERT SCHOFFEN MEMORIAL FUND;
THE WOODVILLE HAGELIN MEMORIAL FUND;
THE NAN K. WILEY MEMORIAL FUND;
THE RALPH TIEJE MEMORIAL FUND;
THE MAY LEONE POWELL MEMORIAL FUND;
THE OBED AND RUTH WILLIAMSON ENRICHMENT FUND;
THE HAROLD AND VERNA KLEINER MEMORIAL FUND;
THE ERWIN WILLIAMS MEMORIAL FUND;
THE MARY G. SWERER MEMORIAL FUND;
THE N.D. SHOWALTER MEMORIAL FUND;
THE N. WILLIAM NEWSOM ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND;
THE ROBERT HANRAHAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP;
THE RAYMOND F. AND ANNA F. HAWK SCHOLARSHIP FUND;
THE NONA HUNGATE MEMORIAL FUND;
THE AGNES HOLTER MEMORIAL.FUND;
THE F.H. KNIGHT ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP;
THE BERNARD KINGSLY ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP;
THE ALUMNI PERPETUAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND;
and THE UNRESTRICTED ENDOWMENT FUND.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Petition by the trustee for
resignation H tr:u•t~ and appalntment of 1ucceaaor trustee wlll
be heard before the Pre1ldlng Judge of the Superior Court of
Spokane-County, Weat 1118 Broadway Avenue, Spokane, Wash•
l119ton, 98201, on Aprll 23, 1982 at the hour of 8:00 AM. .
DATED this 24th day of March, 1882.
KENNETH O EIKENBERRY
Attorney General
MONICA V. WASSON
Anl1tant Attomev General
.
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CHICKEN BREAST
DINNERS
FOR

*9.95
Cash Val,ue l /20 of 1 cent
Expires 4/30/82
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Writer takes the monster mash
by Tim Dittrick
Easterner Staff Writer

I couldn't control myself the
other night.
The temptation brought on
by the Starlite Drive-In's
newspaper
advertisement
overwhelmed my mind and
forced me to consider the proposition. The ad asked that I
attend a showing of four films
while sitting in my cold, heatstarved car.
These weren't just ordinary
films, mind you, they were of
the horror form. And so, after
hours of thought I decided to
spend the three bucks and venture out to the theatre.
Well, the experience was
very rewarding and the time
and money spent was certainly
worth it. The hours of considertng whether to go ~o these
"skin-crawling"
adventures
had, as I was soon to see,. been
without cause.
As usual, I arrived at the
theatre late and soon found
that I had missed half of the
first film. Surprisingly though

this particular film was one of
those easily understood sorts
and I picked right up on the
plot.
This movie was called
"Crawling Flesh" and its
name only began to describe
the greatness it possessed.
From frame to riveting frame
this film literally "crawled"
with suspense. When it was
finally over, I realized with excitement and glee, there were
three more of these thrillers to
come. And, best of all, the
'headliner, "Happy Birthday
to Me," was showing next.
Well, with all of this chilling
suspense left, I realized it was
time for some deliciously buttered, pre-popped popcorn
(actually, the intermission con
job advertisements praising
the concession stand food had
convinced me).
So, in search of the popcorn
I slithered out of my car,
broke off the icicles above my
eyes, and went to the junk
food shelter. Once inside, I
not only found an assortment
1

NTS H WT s
Student Employment invites you to attend its 2nd annual
Open House on Friday, April 16th from 10:00 A.M. - 3:00
P.M. in Showalter 309.
ATTENTION WORK-STUDY STUDENTS:
We are experiencing a continual problem with late timesheets
for Work-Study students. Timesheets are due in the Student
Employment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the 16th of each month.
Beginning this month,' late timesheets will not be processed
until the ·supplemental payroll on the 15th of the following
month. Students, you are the one hurt by your department's
tardiness.
BE SURE YOUR S-UPERVISOR GETS YOUR SIGNED
TIMESHEET HERE ON TIME!!!
REMINDER:
THOSE STUDENTS WHO HA VE SIGNED UP FOR THE
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: .
Workshop to be held April 16th at Deaconess Hospital, Sherwood Hall, 1:00 P .M.

ENG/NEE RI NG/SC IE NCE
MAJORS

Scholarships Available!!·

ot food and a lot of warm air,
but an unusally strange group
of people as well.
These were not normal
human beings. They had all a
weird "why am I here?" kind
of look surrounding them. It
was as if they had been forced
to come by some outside
-"wer.
I realized at that point I too
had been forced to attend by
that inviting newspaper advertisement and my own curiosity.
This use of my mind soon
became too much for my entire self and so I decided to
make my purchase and hurry
back to my car and the next
feature. This was "Happy Birthday to Me." With such a

Eastern Briefs
EWU presents Bill Molenhof
as featured perfarmer for the
, arts fes ti val on Sunday April
18 at 3 p.m. in the music
building recital hall on campus. After the concert
Molenhof will conduct a
workshop also to· be held in
the recital hall. Admission is
free and everyone is welcome.

The seventh in a series of
eight innovative Planetarium
shows at Eastern Washington
University will be presented on
the Cheney campus Saturday.
The interpretive programs on
astronomy and mythology
have run from Native
American beliefs to contemporary scientific attitudes.
This program will be presented
Saturday, April 17 at 2 and 8
p.m. The EWU Planetarium is
located on the second floor of
the Hall of Sciences on campus. For further information
call the Planetarium at 4586200.

Professor Duane E. Leigh
of the Departmen( of
Economics of Washington
State University, will visit- the
Cheney campus of EWU next
week to deliver an address on
American labor and wage
trends in the United States.
An economist with an extenEastern
Washington
sive background in labor University Theatre will present
research, Professor Leigh will "The Mikado" on April 22
speak on "The Impact of and 23 at 8 p.m. and on April
Unions on Wage and Non- 25 at 3 p.m. in Showalter
wage
Labor
Mark-et · Theatre. A lively operetta by
Outcomes-A Survey of Recent Gilbert and Sullivan, "The
Evidence,"
at
1 p.m. Mi~ado" will be presented in
Thursday afternoo,n, April 15, conjunction with Eastern's
in Room 309A of Patterson music department and will
•H•al_1.______~
~--f•e•a•tu•r•e-E11a1111
st111e•rn-•W•a•s•h•ing t•on
111111 111 1
1111111

CHENEY.

FLEAMARKET
ALSO

If you're a sophomore, junior or senior
majoring in math, engineering or physical
sciences, the Navy has a program you should
know about.

~HENEY PAWN .SHOP

It's called the Nuclear Prqpulsion Officer
Candidate-College Program, and if you
qualify, you will receive a $3,000 bonus immediately and earn as much as $1,000 a
month right through your senior year. When
you finish college, you'll receive an additional
year of advanced technical education ... and
another $3,000 cash bonus.

we· are the only licensed pawn broker in
the Cheney area. Buy, sell or loan.
money on most anything of value.
NO FIREARMS

It isn't easy; only one of six applicants
will be chosen. But if you make it, you'll have
qualified for an elite engineering training program, unequaled hands-on responsibility, a
$45,000 salary after just four years, and
outstanding qualifications for jobs in private
i~dustry.

Ask your placement office to set up an
interview with a Navy representative when
he visits the campus.
If you prefer, call Lt. Scott Evans at
1-800-562-9092 now. Dare to be among
the best!
..

Unfortunately, I had to
leave before the end of the
final hair-raiser: "Dr. Tarr's
Torture Dungeon." I soon
realized, though, that I had
seen a good five hours worth
of thrills and chills and felt
fulfilled despite this loss.
On my way home as my car
began to heat up, I decided I
would certainly have to do
that again soon. I mean where
else could I possibly enjoy so
many hours without straining
one brain tissue in the process
of thought-?
Hopefully the Starlite
Drive-In will offer another of
these film extravaganzas so
that you too can enjoy a few
hours of vegetable-like
thought.

~onderful title, I surmised
that this film would soon prove a classic.
And honestly, the idea of
watching that sweet blind girl
from "Little House on the
Prairie," Melissa Sue Anderson, savagely slice and murder
people added that thrilling
twist so needed to make a film
great.
This film went so quickly I
could barely believe it was
time for the next movie to
begin.
"Satan's Undead" just happened to be the next horror
classic and wow it was a
shocker. The most unexpected
occurence in this film was the
title's bizarre ch nge from the
advertisement's version.

10111st St. -Cheney, WA
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun. thru Thurs.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Table Rental: 4'x8' Tables $5.00/Day. S25/ Week
Phone 235-4347 or 448-1545 - 9-6

University's Symphony Orchestra conducted by Dennis
Layendecker.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. For
reservations call 359-2825, or
toll free from Spokane at 4586200 extension 2825. For further information about "The
Mikado" call 359-2459 or
watch your local newspapers.
Admission is $3 .00; or free for
EWU students with ASB I.D.
card.
The recipient of several U.S.
Department of Labor research ·
grants, Professor Leigh has
published many articles on
various labor-related subjects.
His campus visit is sponsored by the Department of
Economics and the Labor
Studies Program at pastern
Washington University. Professor Leigh's address, is free
an~ open to the public.

Mark your calendar for
Thursday evening April 15.
Dr. Al Bartlet from the
University of Colorado will be
a guest speaker. The topic of
this event is "Exponential Increase in Energy Use and its
Consequences for
the
Future." The talk will begin at
8
p.m.
in
Kennedy
Auditorium.
There well be a social hour
and dinner before the talk in
the PUB Council chambers.
Dinner will be served at 6:30.
The cost for dinner is nine
dollars. If you plan to attend
dinner please R.S.V.P. by call. ing Carol in the Biology office
at 3S9-2339, prior to noon on
Monday April 12.

WANTED:
Enthusiastic and Energetic

R.A. Appll~a~fs.
Applications ,-ow avallable
at the Housing Office, Showalter 122.
Deadl~ne for accepting appllcatlons
ls May 1, 1982
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Austin space:
by John Austin
Edltor

It's no secret to my friends
that I am an avowed Beatles
fan--not Beatlemaniac--and a
couple of things have happened in this area that are of interest.
Paul McCartney is still alive
and churning out light pop,
this time with the aid of Stevie
Wonder, who only gets "additional vocals" credit on the
new single "Ebony and
Ivory."
It's a decent enough song
with the weight of a doughnut,
and just as much sugar. Fun
enough. The harmonies are
adequate; it's not exactly a
landmark song in either man's
careers.
Of interest to McCartney
fans perhaps is the song on the

Don't make it ·bad

opposite side of the single, enSpeaking of that Summer
titled "Rainclouds." I don't 1981 hit, MTV finally got the
know what it sounds like, but video to it this last week. Init's not on Paul's upcoming stead of having to tolerate
"Tug of War" album.
Harrison singing it with every
Elton John's new single is facial expression, we instead
out. Entitled "The Empty are treated to clips from the
Garden," it is a tribute to various Beatles films. Scenes
John Lennon, (the subtitle is from '' A Hard Days Night,''
"Hey Hey Johnny").
"Help!" and "Magical
Elton enlisted the aid of Ber- Mystery Tour'' highlight the
nie Taupin for his lyrics, and clip, concentr~ting on spots
though a bit melodramatic .with Harrison and Lennon
(the garden metaphor is driven together. Still, even if we must
home in a Ferarri at 210 miles accept Harrisons's idea that
per hour) Elton reads them they were inseparable (Lennon
with appropriate sadness. It's in interviews has said that he
a heartfelt eulogy to a · fallen thought Harrison was just a
friend, and overall a better snotty kid) seeing The Beatles
song than some of the other still runs a good chill through
tributes to Lennon that have the spine.
surfaced, particularly George
And Capitol Records is proHarrison's "All Those Years bably hoping that that good
feeling will lure enough
Ago."
master gardener and inventor
of the Biodynamic French Intensive method of producing
large amounts of food in very
littls: space• and with few
resources.
28 min. Bullfrog Films (Environmental issues category)

Library brings
video festival
The best video productions
in last year's American Film
Festival will be on campus this
next week, according to Sue
Wall ace,
Audiovisual
Librarian.
The Festival Video Circuit
contains over 20 awardwinning tapes, and covers such
diverse topics as pregnancy,
vegetable gardening, the 1980
Winter Olympics, Pentecostal
religion, the blues, Congress,
and dancer Twyla Tharp.
The Circuit travels ' to
selected sites around the country, and is brought to our campus by the Kennedy Library
Instructional Media Ceriter in
collaboration with the Educa..
tional Film Library Association (EFLA), Festival spopsor.
EFLA is an organization of
librarians and other media
specialists dedicated to promoting the use of good films.
Its annual Festival, held. each
May in New York City, selects
about 60 prize-winners from
over 1500 entries, and awards
are equivalent to the Oscars of
the commercial film industry.
Viewers may see the collection this next week, April 1923,
Monday
through
Thursday, beginning at noon
each day in Patterson 111, and
on Friday at 1: 15 in Theatre
207. There is ·no admission
charge, and the public is
welcome.

THE QUIET CRISIS-- 12:35
Examines the cital role of water
in all aspects of the American
economy, and points to growing signs of major shortages
and general pollution.
55 min. Indiana University
(Environmental issues)
SUFFER THE CHILDREN:
AN ESSAY ON ABUSE--1:35
Provides an overview of child
welfare services in the United
States, and discusses past and
present attitudes toward
children and government's
responsibilities to families.
28 min. G. Robinson Productions (Family relations)
IT'S NOT AN ILLNESS--2:05
Illustrates the idea of pregnancy as a normal experience by
following several women
through their pregnancies to·
the delivery room and natural
childbirth.
2J min. Journal Films (Health)
ARE YOU LISTENfNG:
WIDOWS--2:30 ·
A group of widows - yound ilnd
old - share their resentment and
frustration at being left alone,
as they tell how they have
learned to cope with their new
role.
29 min. Martha Stuart Productions (Mental Health)
TUESDAY, April 20, Patterson 111: Arts, Drama, Business

MONDAY, April 19. Patterson 111: Environmental Issues,
.}\'omen's Studies, Social Work

OLYMPIC
FRAGMENTS-12:10p.rfl.
14 very short video-art works
commissioned as fillers for
Public Television's coverage of
the 1980 Winter Olympics at
Lake Placid, N. Y.
10 min. Electronic Arts Intermix (Arts & Literature
category)

GARDEN SONG--12:10 p.m.
Profile of Alan Chadwick,

EARLE
MURPHY'S
WINTER OLYMPICS-- 12:25

Fast-paced, humorous view of
the 1980 Winter Olympics.
30 min. Skip Blumberg (Arts &
Literature)
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST--1 :00
BBC production of Oscar
Wilde's witty, lighthearted
comedy satirizing British social
pretensions and hypocrisy.
99 min. Time-Life Video (Narrative features)•
THE SECRET--2:45
Comic vignettes provide a look
at the right and wrong way to
deal with customers.
19 min. Bank of America
(Training and Management)
• Also shown Friday, April 23,
at l: IS p.m. in Theatre 207.
WEDNESDAY, AJ>ril 21, Patterson 111: Anthropology,
Sociology
RAW Mi\SH--12: 10 p.m.
Portrait of Hamper McBee, a
Tennessee
moonshiner,
balladeer and story-teller.
29 min. Center for Southern
Folklore (Profiles category)
SHOWDOWN AT THE
HOEDOWN--12:3.5
Looks at the music, color and
{un of the Smithville, Tenn.
Fiddler's Jamboree.
60 min. Center for Southern
Folklore (Arts & Literature)
LAND WHERE THE BLUES
BEGAN-- I :40
Shdws the cultural and musical
origin of the blues in the
Mississippi Delta, and draws.
parallels between African and
Delta songs and dances.
59 min. Phoenix F.ilms .
(Cultural studies)

listeners to shell out the bucks
for yet another compilation of
Beatlesongs. The latest is a
collection of their film music
(a single disc, so hardly complete) which has spawned a
single that is another "Stars
On 45" thingy that successivley butchers six or seven
classics.
,
Call me Allen Klein but I
don't like to hear a Beatlesong
unless it's the whole song.
And, with two exceptions
remakes of Beatlesongs usually fall flat. Those two exceptions are "Lucy In the Sky
With Diamonds" by Elton
and "In My Life" by, believe
it or not, Twiggy. When Anne
Murray's version of "I'm
Happy Just to Dance With
You'• would come onto the
car radio a couple of summers

ago, I would run home and
put the original off of
"Something New" and play it
loud.
And you know that can't be
bad .

aspects of life in Minnesota.
58 min. KTCA-TV (Arts and
Literature)

MOVE: CONFRONTATION
IN PHILADELPHIA
Shows the 1978 showdown
between social activists and
Philadelphia police, and the
subsequenf reactions of tbe
media, Mayor Frank Rizzo, Lhe
police, and the community at
large.
60 min. Temple University
(Social issues)

The Willow Spring,s
Magazine is a literary publication of EWU. The most recent
issues, Fall 1981, features exerts from novels by Jack Cady
and Bill Ransom, East Indian
fables, American fables, and
various kinds of poetry. The
cover is designed by EWU student Doug Kinney. This
magazine is available at the
PUB info desk and only costs
$1. 50 for students, $4 for the
general public. Pick up a copy
and enjoy!

THURSDAY, April 22: Patterson 111: Gov.ernment, Social
Issues
MR. YANIK GOES TO
WASHINGTON--12: 10 p.m.
Presents a day-in-the-lifeprofile of a working congressman, Rep. Charles Yanik,
on the occasion of his retirement after 26 years in office.
Also explores the realities of
political life in Washington.
28 min. Storer• Broadcasting
(Education cat~gory)
'
EVERY FOUR YEARS: A
STUDY OF THE PRESIDE~CY, PART2--12:35
Howard K. Smith looks at
presidential power, how it's acquired and used. Contains interviews with Nixon, Ford and
Carter.
60 min. AITV (Education)
THE
SAGEBRUSH
REBELLION-- I :40
Examines the controversy over
ownership of 690 million acres
of federal land in the Western
United States.
59 min. KUED-TV (Environmental issues)
SIGN~D, Sl;:ALED AND.
DELIVERED--2:45 •
Documentary on the 1978
wildcat postal worker's strike,
which protested mandatory
overtime, hazardous working
conditions and
forced
speedups.
44 min. Tamerik Productions
(Social issues)

FRIDA¥, April 23, Theatre
207: Drama, Theatre Arts

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING E~RNEST-- l':'1s p.m.'
BBC production of Oscar
Wilde's witty, lighthearted
comedy satirizing social pretensions and hypocrisy. Also
shown Tuesday, April 20 at I
p.m. in Patterson 111.
gg min. Time-Life Video (Narrative features category)
TWYLA T~ARP: MAKING
TV DANCE--3:00
Shows the complex relationship
between the art of dance and
television technology, in this
exploration of Twyla Tharp's
choreography enhanced by
video creativity. ·,
58 min. Phoenix Films (Arts
and Literature)

OLD FRIENDS,
NEW
FRIENDS . . . LEE
STRASBERG--4:00
Octogenarian
Strasberg
displays his fiercely deman_ding
teaching techniques, talks
a bout his philosophy, his past
and his daughter, Susan, in this
portrait assembled by Fred
Rogers.
28 min. Family Communications (Profiles)

COUPON

JOY UNSPEAKABLE--2:45
Captures the faith and spirit of
Pentecostal religion, and explores the active role of women
in the church.
SB min. John Winninger
(Guttural studies)

:

M l N N E S O T A
LANDSC~PES--3:50
6 video artists from various
parts of the country document

A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRA TERN/TY

ALPHA RAPPA PSI

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Opens The Door To:
Professional Contacts
Friendship
* Leadershijp Development
*Travel
Business Experience
Character Growth

*
*

*
*
Open To ·All Buiness, Econo~ca, Fashion

Merchandising and RTV Management Students.
Memb~rship Jfpplications Are Available In Kingston 328A
And Will Be Accepted Now Through April 19.

Stop b"'-for more information. ·

r------------~--------1
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Dotter:·''A day at a time'.'
by Kirk Findlay
Sports Writer

Sophomore Ed Dotter is an
up-and-coming star at EWU,
and is quickly making his
presence known as a top
middle-distance runner in the
area.
• A three-year letterman in
track and cross country at
North Central High School in
Spokane, Dotter finished fifth
in state at the 1979 cross country meet, and was team captain.
"I was fortunate because we
had an excellent program, and
a great coach in high school,"
said Dotter. "I learned to expect a lot of myself and set
high goals.''
However, that proved
frustrating for him during his
freshman year when he failed
to reach some of those goals,
and felt he should have been
· more successful.
''There are a lot of adjustments to make the first
year of college, and I guess I
had a little troub1e making

some of them" he said. "I put
pressure on myself, and things
kind of backfired. Although
looking back on it, last season
wasn't that much of a
disaster. ''
Indeed the first year of college is a big learning experience, but Dotter realized
he had to relax and take things
easy if he was·going to be happy.
"Now I just take things a
day at a time, and it works a
lot better," he stated. " I try
to focus on the positive aspects
and look for improvements
every day.''
That philosophy seems to be
paying off for him, as he had a
great indoor season, setting
personal bests in almost all
races, and has carried over to
the outdoor season as well.
Last Saturday in Portland, he
missed qualifying for the national meet in the 1,500 meters
by three tenths of a second.
Considering it's still fairly early in the season, it appears it's
only a matter of time before he

Dotter had a lot of offers
from colleges during his senior
year, and making a decision
on where he would attend was
a tough one. He nearly opted
for the University of Portland,
but decided at the last moment
to stay close to home and
become an Eagle.
"I made a good decision,"
Dotter reasoned. '' I really enjoy the relationship I have
with my teammates, as well as
Coach Martin. They're all a
big influence on me and my
performance.''
He had special praise for
It's only a matter of time
before Ed DoUer qualifies for Martin .
this year's nationals.
"I can't emphasize enough
how much Coach Martin has
makes it.
helped me out," he said.
'' All it will take is a decent "He's helped me dwell on my
day (weather), a fast race achievements, rather than my
where I will be pushed, and to failures, and has really been an
inspiration to me.''
stay healthy,'' Dotter stated.
The latter of the three is
Dotter's training regiment
much easier said than done, consists of a hard, compact
since with the sub-tropic workout. During the season
weather Cheney has been ex- that means 30-40 miles a week,
periencing, EWU thinclads and ·out of season you can
have been dropping like flies.
double that figure, with more

emphasis on fun, of course.
In · a little more than two
weeks Dotter, along with
20,000 other runners, will
compete in BJoomsday, where
he finished a surprising 36th
last year. He hopes to be seeded in the top 20 runners, and is
aiming for a time around 37
minutes.
"I'm getting excited for it,"
he said. "It's such a fun race
for everyone, and it will be
especially fun for nte if I can
finish in the top 20.''
What's Dotter's key to success?
''Concentrati,..- is the name
of the game. 1 •• y to get my
head into the race, keep a
steady pace, and - be smart,"
Dotter said. "Also you must
take a few chances. You're not
going to win if you're pot aggressive."
Dotter may not be the most
gifted athlete, or be smooth as
silk, but his effort and determination, along with a super
attitude will take him to great
heights.

Sports
E~gles play rare home tilt_ maybe
• I

After sp~nding most of the
· last six weeks on the road, the
Eastern Eagles finally get to
find out what home cooking is
really like as EWU hosts nonconference foe Eastern
Oregon today in a 1 p.m.
doubleheader. The Eagles, 9-17 overall and
2-2 in the Pac-10, will use the
EOC tilt as a tuneup for their
conference clashes this
weekend. Eastern hosts
Washington Saturday and
Portland Sunday in noon·

doubleheaders. •
Unless another blizzard hits,
or Eastern Oregon brings
some rain with them, the
Eagles will take the field today
for only their seventh home
game of the year_. The game
was rescheduled from yesterday to avoid conflict with
Founders Day activities.
Eastern began its first
season in the Northern Division of the Pac-IO last
weekend by splitting a pair of
doubleheaders in O~egon.

TilRED OF PACKING
A COLD LUNCH
TO SCHOOL?
IT PAYS TO EAT ATTA WAN.KA.
Where You Can Have A Good, Varied
HOT LUNCH or BREAKFAST
.
FOR ONLY $2. 00·A MEAL
On A 1OPunch Breakfast/Lunch Tick~t
YOU Can Even BUY A DINNER
On A·10 Punch Dinner Ticket
FOR JUST $3.10

10 Punch Breakf~st/Lunch Tickets, S20.00
Monday-Friday
Hot Breakfast Served
From 7:00 AM- 9: 15 AM
and-Hot Lunch Served
From 10:30 AM- 2: 15 PM

10 Punch Dinner Tickets .... ·.... $37.00
Weekday Dinner Hours: 4: 15PM- 6:-30PM

CALL TAWANKA FOR DETA'ILS

Phone 359-2540
Weekend Hours Available Upon Request

EWU divided with Portland
State on Friday and Oregon
State on Saturday.

EWU routed the Vikings 11- Saturday in Corvallis on
2 to rescue Friday's nightcap. Podruzny's run-scoring triple
Alex Podruzny ripped three jn the first inning, but spent
J.,
.'
hits to pace the Eagle's 12-hit the rest of the game falling
In the opener Friday, PSU attack. Junior Ben Creighton asleep .on the basepa~hs as
salvaged a 3-2 win by plating crashed a three-run homer in ,Oregon State plodded to a 3-1
two unearned runs iri the sixth the first inning and shortstop win in the opener. ·
and sending tough-luck starter Wayne Collins whacked a
Five Eastern baserunners
Ron Burns to his fifth defeat two-run single in the second as were picked off first base by
in six decisions. • '
EWU piled up seven runs in Beaver lefty Jeff Reece. Jim
Not only were the Eagles the first three frames and EwiQg pitched a fine 'game for
hurt on the diamond, one of coasted home . .
EWU until allowing Beavers
their players, Mike Smick, felt
Starter Chris Fazendin, to score in the fifth and sixth.
the pain.in the on-deck circle. rarely accustomed to such an
While ·waiting his turn at the . offensive outburst, scattered . In the second game, a
plate, Smick was struck in the nine hits in raising his record seventh-inning. leadoff double
ankle by a line drive. He tried to 2-4 and lowering his team- by Ken Bettinson, a botched
to play in the nightcap, but leading ERA to 2.47, which fly ball and a single by Collins
had to be removed and did not also ranks him among the top accounted for two runs and a
see action Saturday against the five hurlers in the conference.
4-1 Eagle lead. After OSU
Beavers.
The Eagles drew first blood responded with a pair of their
ow.n in their half of the frame,
Barry Kato came out of the
bullpen to save the game for
starter Barry Aden. It was the
team's first save of the season.

COl\ll!'IDEl\TTIAL,

PB.OFBSSIORAI,,
& Al'FOBDA-I,IJ ...
. . . l'amily PJanning Services
& Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Birth Control Methods & Supplies
Pregnancy Testing & Counseling ·
Medical & Sooia.l Service Referrals
Day & Evening Hours
Community Education Programs & Training
Welfare Medioa.l Coupons Welcome!

Heading into the weekend
with only a 7-15 record, and
opening in a conference with
tougher competition than
they've ever faced, you'd
think new coach Jim Wase!Jl
would be happy with a split on
the road, but he wasn't.
"We could have won all
four easily," said Wasem.
"We did get excellent pitching
and our defense played a lot
better, but the mistakes we did
make wound up hurting us."

IIT CHERBY . • .

S. 116 College
Tuesdays• Ce.11 326-2142 for an appointmen.t

Ill SPOK.AIIE ... W. 621 Ga.rla.ndAvent+e

CHENEY

,LAUNDRY
CENTER ·

Monday tliru Friday •
Ce.11 326-2142 for a.n appointment

,i;\

Planned Parentho~d
~ of Spokane
W. 521 Garland Ave. • Spokane, WA 99205

OP,EN 24 HOURSI

, llulk Dry CIBBning
1

111 G Street

235-8580
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Men improve, even mark
The weather was warm, but
the EWU men's tennis team
was hot last weekend in
Ellensburg. The team evened
their record at 8-8 as they
thrashed
host
Central
Washington 9-0, and piauled
St. Martin's 7-0, led by
transfer John Gant.
The men had no mercy
against the Saints, as they lost
only one game in five singles
matches. Gant lost one game
in the first set of his match,
then the rest showed goose
eggs for St. Martins.
Tony Omlin,
Darey
Philbrick, Dave Sturdyvin,
and Wes Sims all blanked their
opponents. The doubles team
of Gant-Omlin won 6-1, 6-3,

while Sims-Paul Skipworth
were triumphant by a 6-2, 6-2
tally.
The story was similar
against Central the same day.
With the exception of Paul
Skipworth's three-set victory,
the other singles matches took
two sets.
Omlin-Sturdyvin and SimsSkipworth needed three sets to
win in Number 2 and Number
3 singles, but Philbrick and
Gant disposed of their foes 63, 6-3.
The team now looks forward to some stiffer competiton. They were to host
WSU on Tuesday, travel today
to Idaho, and then host Whitman on Sunday.

Assistant Coach Randy
Davis is pleased with his
team's play, and feels that
WSU and Idaho will be tough.
"Our upcoming match with
WSU will be very competitive.
We feel we have a very good
chance of winning," said
Davis.
The team seems to be settling in, with some players on a
roll. There is a definite difference from the starj of the
season. Everyone seems comfortable with the way they're
playing said Davis. "Our
doubles teams have been playing excellent tennis this past
few matches. Gant, Philbrick,
and Omlin are playing their
best tennis of the season."

Women take no prisoners
turned in by Number 4
Sports Writer .
Oonohae 6-1
6-4
and
. - Number 5 seed ' Angela' Flynn
The EWU w_omen ' s tenn_1s
team wore out its welcome m was a 6-2 .. 6-3 victor.
Walla Walla l_a st weekend, but
The two doubles matches
that's perfectly fine with their that were rained out were
coach.
Number 2 team of Maxine
The _ladi~s came away with · Vogel-Donahoe, and Number
three v1ctones, and at the same 3
Lisa
Edwards-Karen
time ran their unbeaten streak
to·six matches. They defeated
Walla Walla Community College 8-1 on Saturday, handled
Division II foe Boise State 7-0,
by Kirk Findlay
then host Whitman 8-1 on SunSports Wriler
day.
In their first dual meet of the
Their record now stands at
outdoor season, Eastern's
7-3, as they also got by Whitmen's track team came out 011
worth 5-4 the previous Wednesthe short end of a 81-79 deciday. They were sched~led to
sion at the hands of powerful
face Idaho and Lewis-Clark
University of Portland.
State on Tuesday.
Many people don't give
. This week sees them in acPortland due recognition as
tion against Portland on, Fribeing one of the premier teams
day, Central Washington and· in the area, but EWU coach
against the Pilots again on
Jerry Martin explained other-.
Saturday, all at home. They
wise.
face SCC on Monday in
"Portland returns most of
Spokane.
their top · athletes from · last
Coach Sunya Herold was
year's squad which finished sepleased with the overall percond at regionals," said Marformance of her squad, and. tin. "They're especially tough .
particularly some of the inin the ·running events, and
dividual matches. In Saturcould easily whip the Universiday's match with Walla Walla,
ty of Washington, which atEWU won all but the Number
tracts many fine athletes."
3 singles match. Especially
The two teams have been
brightening was Julie
very competitive over the
Donahoe's 6-2, 6-0 victory
years, and this years Eagleover Connie Tyrell of WWCC
Pilot match ups show no sign
in the Number 4 singles. ,
ofletting up.
They faced the host school
by Jeff Bunch

Hundeby. Both teams were
tied in sets at the time the matches were called.
Against Whitworth, the
team gorin a chance to play 12
matches. They won five of the
nine that counted, then they University of Washington transfer John Ga nt's flawless play
topped it off with victories in paced the Eagles to a pair of net wins last weekend in Ellensburg.-photo by Brian Rothermel
the other matches.

Thinclads spiked by UP in Rose City

.,

/

the next mor~ing, and the only
loss came at the top-seeded
singles,
where
Daniele
LaPierre lost 6-4, 6-4. Wins by
Number 3 Michele Ratigan (63, 6-0, Number 6 Lisa Edwards (6-1, 6-0), and the
doubles team of RatiganLaPierre (6-1, 6-2) were
especially impressive to
Herold .
. They then had to face BSU
in the afternoon, and the
ladies breezed through the
rain-shortened match, losing
only four sets. Number one
LaPierre co~ted 6-0, 6-1, and
fine performances were also

"We'll lock horns at
regionals, and if our kids can
ge~ hea~thy an~ pie~ up a few
pomts m the Jumping events,
we should be in good shape," ·
Martin stated.
Eastern was sitting pretty,
and on the verge,of victory until the results 1of the long jump
and triple jump came in.
Portland's Mike Hughes ended up sweeping both, which
crushed the visiting Eagles
chances for a win.
Sophomore Dave Rath was
a double winner for EWU,
sprinting to victory in the high
and intermediate hurdles. Dit:
to for senior Stan Stucky who
won the hammer. (166'-2")
and javelin ( 199' -7").
Freshman standout Bruce
Anderson led a 1-2-3 sweep in
the shotput competition, continuing his torrid pace following an outstanding indoor
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season. A th'ree-time state EWU's top point-getters from
champion from Naselle, .last year, Bill Parrish (7' -11"
Anderson has been a pleasant in high jump) and Mark Pierce
surprise to his coach.
(4th place in the javelin at the
"We knew that he would be 1981 nationals). P~rrish didn't
good, but he has surpassed all return to school, while Pierce
expectatio~s," said Martin. failed to make the grade in the
"He already has qualified for classroom and will redshirt
nationals and we look for 'him this year.
"Hopefully we will have
to keep improving.''
enough depth to fill in for
A truckload of injuries has these people," Martin said.
put a damper on the Eagles' "We have a tremendous
hopes, but most are minor in freshmen group and everyone
nature. Key people currently else should be ready to go
out of the tineup include Steve within two weeks."
Pybus
(achilles),
John
Eastern will trek to
Houston (hamstring), Chuck Missoula this weekend to
· Gaudette (heel) and Tom tangle with the Grizzlies of
Hildebrand (ankle).
Montana and the &i.bcats o f
Also absent are two of Montana Stale.
':'tf.{:,,,:,.•.

· SALES ~AGEMENT
TRAINEE OPPORT.UNITY
1

'

We Are The l 0th Largest Insurance Com-

pany in The U.S. Specializing . in The
Advanced Sales of Insurance Products &
Services. We Are Willing To Invest In
Two Individuals In 'l'he Spokane Area.
Our Associates
Earn
$33,000 Average
p
.
)
(Salary lus Commission . ·

If You Possess a High Energy Level,
Success Pattern, Competitive Spirit, Enjoy
Working With Pe9ple and are Prepared
For Our 3 Year Intensive Training Program,
Please Contact The Placement Office For

An Interview on April 20th, 1982. or Send
Your Resume to:
PhWi A B

db

·CL U

Maaat"fuetts :9'utu:life i~. Co.

Suite 700 Lincoln Bldg., Spokane, Wash. 99201
.,

How to get the job you want
Tom Jackson,

national

IR
APRIL 22nd- 2:00 pm- PUB- 7:00 pm -

,
1

authority
on jobs&
job finding

FREE
NORTH CENTRA-t HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, SPOKANE
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Thank-you or having.a clue
th«J

Today's I p.m. baseball
doubleheader between the
Eagles and Eastern Oregon,
originally scheduled for yesterday, probably would have
been played yesterday had not
Sports Information Director
Jim Price had the bright idea
-to suggest changing the day of
the game.
The Eastern Oregon double
dip was slated for 2 p.m.
yesterday, which would have
interfered with Jerry Ford and
the rest of the Founders Day
activities.
Rather than compete with
Ford for spectators, baseball
coach Jim Wasem called the
Eastern Oregon coach and arranged for the date change.
A rather gentlemanly move,
obviously, but given the
choice, I wonder how many
people would have went to the
ball game instead of Ford's
speech?
Fortunately we won't have
to ponder that type of question for another 100 years.
However, if baseball and Ford
would have gone head-tohead, there were ways to rectify the situation so that people who were both baseball
and Ford fans would be happy:
• Ford could have thrown
out the first ball, then rushed
over to Reese Court to deliver
his speech;
• Ford's speech could have
been piped in over the public
address system at
the

League championship series.
going the way of Mitchell
(Of course, the A's may Page, who now toils in the
have been wondr.ring the same minors.
thing after the Yankees rolled
When Gross, Picciolo and
them in three straight routs.)
Lopes are in the infield, it's
Some experts are picking like watching three hockey
Oakland to win the A.L. West goalies trying to field a ground
this year. Maybe they will, but ball. Their hitting isn't much
only if they get superb seasons better. Jim Spencer, the first
from their four exceptional baseman, is a good fielder but
starting pitchers. They certain- he can't hit either. The
hitter,
Cliff
ly won't win the pennant on designated
the basis of their hitting.
Johnson, either hits ~ home
The four right .arms--Mike run or screws himself into -the
Norris, Steve Mccatty, Rick ground trying.
Langford and Matt Keough-The bench isn't much bet.~~!!!!11~~_} carried the A's to the playoffs ter, although Jeff Burroughs
~
last year, and they'll have to may prove to be useful.
do it again this year.
The A's win on something
Look at their bats. Sure, the they call Billyball. They win
When you measure their outfield of Henderson, Mur- on suicide squeezes, sacrifice
comparative strengths with the phy and Armas can chase flies, double steals, wild pitthree other division winners down just about every fly balJ ches and passed balls.
(the Yankees, Los Angeles and hit, but can they keep swinging
How long can they live on
Montreal), it makes you the bat like they did last year? that? As the Seattle Seahawks
wonder what in the world they Armas and Henderson are try- so painfully learned, trickery
were doing in the American ing, but Murphy seems to be will only get you so far.

GO0P~L

ballgame;
• The doubleheader could
have began at noon, and after
the first game, the players,
coaches, fans and umpires
would go listen to the speech,
then return for the second
game;
• Ford could have been the
permanent third base coach.
Anyway, the point is
because of a little intelligence a
potential unnecessary conflict
was avoided. But at least if
faced, with another conflict in
the year 2082, the people involved then will have ways to
deal with it.
Whatever.

A fluke?
Frankly, I'm worried about
the Oakland A's.

Finally, some competition ·
by John Sell
Sports Wriler

Despite a lack of competition the EWU women's track
team has already qualified sixteen tracksters for regional
competition, and are hoping
to qualify several for nationals
this weekend in a meet at
Montana.
"We haven't had much'
competition," commented
coach Deborah Tannehill,

"but we are hoping to qualify
twelve for nationals when we
get better competition."
That competition will come
this weekend when the women
travel to Missoula, Mont. for
a three-way meet, where they
will take on Ricks College and
the University of Montana in
Missoula.
Many of the qualifying standards were achieved during
last weekend's 97-42 victory

1000 KITES OVER SPOKANE
SATURDAY, APRIL 17 • 11 A.M. -2 P.M.
AT RIVERFRONT PARK

over Portland in a dual meet at
Portland. Leading the lady
Eagles was senior sprinter
Cathy Davis, who was a double winner in the 100 and 200
meters, winning both in
regional-qualifying times.
Other winners who qualified
for regionals were Lisa Smith
in the shot put, Bobbi Annette
in the 800 meters, Carolyn
Darcy in the 1500, Cheryl
Yoke in the 5000, Michelle
Riley in the 100 meter hurdles,
Sheila Hall in the 400 meter
hurdles and the 4xl00 meter
relay team off Terri Marrazzo,
Trish Boland, Michelle Riley,
and Laurie Brock.
Other regional qualifiers include Laurie Brock in the I00,
Chris Grant in the 400 meter
hurdles, Cheryl FloQl in the
1500, Val Harlow in the 100
meter hurdles, and the 4x400_
relay team of Deanna
Clemons, Sheila Hall, Chris
Grant, and Dena Sale.

Golfets sink·
Spokane foes
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EVERYONE INVITED
(NO ENTRY FEE)

Oldest & Youngest Flye-rs
Best Homemade Kite-The Highest Kite

*

Winners announced at 2 p.m. at the Clocktower.
Presented by the Associated Students of Eastern Washington University.

Eastern's golfers got solid
rounds from their top four
players and rolled to a victory
over Spokane Falls and Whitworth in a three-way match
Tuesday at Sun Dance.
Junior Dee Harris, who
shared medalist honors with
Denny Duncan of SFCC, fired
a 74 to pace the Eagles. Roger
Wallace scored 75, Doug
Rickel ':/6 and Craig Weipert
77 as the linksmen won by nine
strokes over the Spartans and
by 23 over the Pirates.
Next for coach Don
Kallem's crew is the University
of Oregon Invitational, which
runs April 17-19 in Eugene.
Wallace had a fine tournament last week as the Eagles
competed with four other
clubs at the Central
Washington University Invitational Thursday and Friday in

Yakima.
Wallace carded 71-74-145
for a third place individuhl
scoring and paced Eastern to a
third place finish in the te~
competition, 47 strokes behind
the winning Puget Sound clan.
•tf' ;. ·'
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Athletes pass academic te.sts, too
Basketball stars Dave
Henley and Maria Loos, eight
past and present football
players and four of the first six
players on the women's tennis
team all have earned spots on
the Dean's List for academic
excellence during winter
quarter at Eastern.
Henley, a much-honored
senior from Spokane,
registered a grade point of
3.90 for his studies in biology.
The backcourt standout, a second team College Division

fensive lineman Greg Borchers
are among the others. Student
trainer Casey Mahaney, who
won two letters as a wide
receiver, and former letterman
linebacker Joe Monforton
complete the group.
Coach Sunya Herold, who
graduated with honors herself
a year ago, has a bright group
of tennis players.
Michele Ratigan, Julie
Donahoe, Janelle Johnson
and Lisa Edwards all were
regular· members of the EWU

Academic All-American, has a was selected to the Allcumulative GPA of 3.88. He North west Women's Basketball League team. She has a
plans to become a physician.
Loos completed her basket- cumulative grade average of
ball career last month as the 3.44.
Starting guard Shamus Reiltop scorer and rebounder in
ly,
letterman linebacker Steve
EWU women's basketball
history. A recreation ad- Graff and reserve quarterback
ministration major from Jim McElwain headed the
Royal City, Loos scored 3.71 group of football players
in the classroom winter whose grades exceeded 3 .5 for
quarter while winding up a winter quarter. Freshman
basketball season which saw defensive lineman Mark
her averaging 15.3 _points and Hausman, prospective runn14.4 rebounds per game. She ing back Greg Horn and of-

·Canada not the answer

Draft guidelines change
by David Solczak
Easterner Staff Writer

Men whose twentieth birthday is this year would be in a
top priority for the draft if the
U.S. became involved . in a
conflict,
and
Congress
authorized the return of the
draft, according to the Selective Service System headquarters in Washington D.C.
The new system for the
draft, which puts 20-year-olds
in a priority position, was
developed to allow others who
are of a draftable age, but
older than 20 and thus of a
lower priority, an opportunity
to plan their future.
In previous drafts men of all
ages were drafted when needed
and it was harder for them to
make plans when they could
be drafted soon, according to
the Service.
If a draft was reinstated, it
is predicted many men who are
eligible for the draft would try
to flee to Canada as they have
in previous drafts. According

to Morris Benoit, immigration
officer at- the Canadian consulate in Detroit, Canada's
new immigration laws are going to make that a little
harder.
The new 'law requires that a
U.S. citizen must apply for
citizenship from the country
of his or her origin, not when
you are in Canada. Also, the
applications are judged on
such things as age, language
ability and marketable skills.
Marketable skills may be a
· problem for many would be
draft evaders, according to
Benoit, because Canada has
an unemployment problem
with their own youth and they
d o n ' t · need
any ma r·e
employable people.
Deferments ·have also kept
many drafted men out of the
service. In the last draft,
deferments were given to only
_sons, married men and certa,in
occupational skills.
College students
deferments during

draft but are no longer eligi- ficials and judges, the survivble. Instead, they will be given ing son or brother of someone
a postponment until the end of killed or missing in action and
the semester or if they are in members of professions vital
their senior year they will be to the health, safety and inpostponed until the end of the terest of the nation.
year.
Conscientious objectors
The only deferments that would be required to take a
would be given in a future job in one of the above
draft would be for ministers, categories, according to the
hardship cases, elected of- Service guidelines.

I The
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Cheney Cowles
Memorial Museum, W. 2316
First, is sponsoring a lecture
by Fred Ploeger. The topic of
the lecture is '' Advice on Buying Prints". It will be held on
April 16 at 7:30 in th,e museum

auditorium.
In · cooperation with EWU
the ·Cheney Cowles Memorial
Museum presents a National
Ceramic Invitational. This
event will take place from
April 29 through May 30.
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starting lineup until Johnson
dropped out at the start of spring quarter to do her student
teaching in the Spokane
valley.
Track standouts Stan
Stucky, Val Harlow, Tom
Hildebrand, John Webster',
Ryan Robertson, Ron Thomas
and Marie Cronrath also earned a place on the Dean's List.
Other student athletes
honored included letterman
guard Andy Affholter of the
men's basketball team,
women's team letter-winners
Jennifer Keegan and Monica
Van Riper, top swimmer Theo
Schmeeckle and volleyball
players Holly Weber, Jan
Zurfluh, Debbie Bath and
Harlow.
Noll Haffner, chief program assistant for the men's
basketball team, also won a
spot on the list along with
baseball regular Ken Bettinson, 1981 softball letterwinner Esther Wold, swimmer
Ann Cowley, football nonletterman Russell Clemons and
former professional baseball
player Bob Strampe.
Lori Huckins, wife of football letterman Kevin Huckins,
• and Suzanne Kato, wife of the
Eastern baseball team's best
relief pitcher, Barry Kato,
were Dean's List students,
too.
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Women's Center growing
by Janis Saks Tidd
Bon Journalism Center

It's very young--10 years
old-- and made its first appearance at Eastern in the
political science department
then spread to the English and
history departments.
With only 10 of its 25
courses listed in the catalog
(the other 15 are considered
"experimental"),
the
Women's Studies Program is
small but growing.
Lee Swedberg, director of
the program, says all the
courses are crosslisted with
other departments because the
program is not a department
yet and she does not foresee it
becoming one. Why? A
department must have a major.
The director says women
should have a major that
soc i ety will recognize
(engineering, physics, biology,
etc.) with an emphasis on
women's studies.
"If anybody needs a strong
academic field, that is all
theirs--women do." She continues, "They've got to go out
there in the world with
something conrete; Women's
Studies doesn't have any position yet."
Swedberg views the program in three progressive
stages. At its beginnings, the
first being "consciousnessraising," that is "making us
aware of ourselves, where
we're going, what we're going
to do about it." A type of
assertiveness training.
The program is presently in
its second stage, looking at the
existing curriculum and where
it falls short. She says it looks
"for courses to fill in the
P'

blank spots. They fill in where
women have been left out in
the curriculum."
And the final stage is
courses dealing ''with new
scholarship, unique and new,
of women by women,''
Swedberg says.
Swedberg's ideal future of
the program is it "so invades
the curriculum there no longer
needs to be a Women's Studies
Program." Putting women's
lost contributions in all· fields
will already be incorporated
into the curriculum's courses.
The gaps will be filled and
there will no longer be a need
to make a point of it.
"If Women's
Studies
becomes a major field, then
it's a failure," she continues,
"because Women's Studies
are apart from the rest of
education. I want to see it
become a part of the educational system."
To illustrate the fact that
studying women's contributions has historically been ignored in the fields of study
(biology, history, etc.), she
gives history as an example.
11
Many generalizations are
made in history ... that apply
only to men of that era.'' Continuing on, "If you look at
women in that era it's the opposite."
.
She cites the Golden Age of
Greece as one instance. This
was the time of the lowest
status women had reached.
These facts, she says are ignored. Civilizafion was at its
high peak and women at their
lowest status. "History looks
at where men are," she said.
In social history, the director says, women will return to
history.
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Seventy-five percent of the
courses are taught by women
instructors "because one of
the great problems we encounter is a male role model,

we need women role models
with authority," Swedberg
said.
It is an irony of our society
treating woqien, its majority,

as minority. ''We are a
cultural minori ty not a
numerical
minori t y."
Swedberg said.

Outstanding Student A wards

Students to be nominated
It is time once again to give
credit where credit is due, according to the ·president of the
Student Alumni Coucil.
Nominations are now being
accepted for the second annual
Outstanding Student Awards,
to be presented June 6.
Any member of the campus
community may nominate a
student for anything noteworthy, whether directly related to
being a student or not.
According to Cindy Wilke,
president of the Student
Alumni coucil, both an act of
heroism and the completion of
a work of art in class would be
"equally worthy of consideration for this award."
The criteria include artistic
excellence, effective leadership, community service,

scholarship,

athletic

ex-

cellence, research and good
citizenship.
According to the nomination form, which is available
in the Office of Student Services, the nominee must have
been an EWU student at the
time and the accomplishment
should have taken place
between Mar. 30, 1981 and
Mar. 29, l 982.
ln order to nominate a student, one is encouraged to
complete the nomination form
and return it by April 23 with a
typewritten statement, no
more than two pages in length,
• outlining the accomplishement
or service for which the student deserves recognition.
For applications or inforPhotographer Ron Swords
mation,
call Sharon Bowen
caught the beauty of Easter
this last week.
Lynch, 359-2291.

Phi Beta Kappa

Honor Society arrives
Eastern
Washington
University will take another
major sfep in its climb to
become an academically
respected institution May 21 :
On that date, the honor
society, Phi Beta Kappa,
recognizes high academic attainment. But, while Phi Betta
Kappa is confined to the
liberal arts, Phi Kappa Phi
welcomes members from the
sciences, engine~ring, and
many other disciplines.

"

Invitations to join .~hi Kappa Phi will be sent to the top 5
percent of graduating seniors,
the top 1 percent of the junior
class and the top 5 percent of
graduati'ng master's candidates. An invitation banquet
will be held at 7:30 p.m., May
21, to honor new members.
Negotiations for the EWU
Phi Kappa Phi Chapter have
been underway for over a
year, and EWU was visited by
Phi Kappa Phi national of-

ficers. Dr. Robert Gariepy,
head of the Honors program,
was instrumental in optaining
the EWU Chapter on assignment from President H.
George Frederickson.
Officers of the new chapter
include: Wes Stone, President;
Robert Rich, president-elect;
Jim Hanegen, Vice President;
Howard Shapiro, treasurer;
Rey Barnes, Public Information Officer. Other members
of the chapter are Don
McManis,
·
George
Lotzenhiser, Esteban Sena,
Ben Sims, Lee Swedberg, Arnold Carlson, Bill Syhlman,
Rose Bencala, William Barr,
Don Nichols, Karen Noble
and Keetjie Ramo.
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